Gozi Lab

Firebase
Gaming company, Godzi Lab, improves return on ad spend with Firebase

Godzi Lab has produced four popular video games since their founding in 2009. Their co-founder and CEO, Jerome Lanquetot, views each new release as a chance to build on previous successes to drive acquisition and engagement. When they released Crush Them All in 2017, they took the opportunity to improve their approach to user acquisition and monetization. To help them affordably acquire users at scale, they turned to Google, and discovered ways to boost conversions while getting a good return on spend.

The approach
Godzi Lab finds that the stable performance of App campaigns allows them to forecast effectively. Additionally, automation enables them to monitor campaign performance and optimize campaigns in just minutes. To take greater advantage of automation, their Google account manager recommended that Godzi Lab transition their campaigns to Firebase bidding.

The results
By switching over to Firebase bidding, Godzi Lab saw an immediate uplift in their return on ad spend (ROAS). Their 7-day ROAS increased 35%, and their 14-day ROAS for their iOS campaigns saw a 44% uplift.

What’s next
Godzi Lab is looking forward to launching App campaigns that optimize toward target ROAS and scaling their existing user-acquisition campaigns with Google Ads. They are also hard at work on their next game, which will be RPG based.

Product features
- Google Play
- Google Ads
- Firebase

Google Ads is the best network for me because it is where I spend the least amount of time.”
— Jerome Lanquetot, CEO, Godzi Lab

About Google Ads: Google Ads is a digital advertising solution for businesses of all sizes. Whether you're a small-business owner or an enterprise marketer, Google Ads delivers reach, relevance, and trusted results to help you grow your business. Learn more at ads.google.com/home
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